The underground in Cuba is still alive, and the revolution against the Communist regime in Cuba will continue. Alexander Roke, Mr. Roke will give a first-hand report on his experience as a correspondent in Cuba, following his widely heralded TV show pointing out the Communization of Castro's military, bloated and spread out. It is understood that he has been sentenced (in absentia) to death by Castro's regime.

This is the first of a series of lectures on the Cuban revolution. The series will continue with the second lecture, scheduled for 3:00 p.m. The third and final lecture will be held at 7:30 p.m.

Alexander Roke, Jr., dazed and roving editor and organizer of underground activities against Castro, will be the first speaker for the JACOB K. FREDERICK JR. LECTURE SERIES.

Roke was the first American newspaperman imprisoned by Castro and is presently in a Cuban prison, in absentia, of death. He was formerly with the FBI and is now a TV and Radio reporter-producer-photographer for CBS, NBC, and ABC.

LITI Radio Series
A series of seven talks on international policy is being presented on LITI, the U.S. student radio station. The series will be broadcast on February 11, Wednesday at 11:00 a.m., and February 13, Friday at 11:00 a.m.

The second talk will be given by Mr. Roke, the third by Mr. G. Castro, and the fourth by Mr. L. Castro. The fifth talk will be given by Mr. Roke, the sixth by Mr. G. Castro, and the seventh by Mr. L. Castro.

The series will be broadcast on LITI and will be available on the campus radio station. All students are encouraged to attend.

TECHINOMIA AWARDS
An annual scholarship of $200 is awarded to Lowell Tech students who have shown excellence in the field of technology. The scholarship is sponsored by B. F. Goodrich Company and is presented to the winner by the company's vice president.

A. F. Goddard, president of the Lowell Technical Institute, will present the scholarship to the winner at a special ceremony to be held in the auditorium.

The scholarship is awarded to a student who shows the greatest promise of success in the field of technology.

SCRIBOLOGIA AWARDS
A series of $500 scholarships is awarded to students who show excellence in the field of technology. The scholarships are sponsored by B. F. Goodrich Company and are presented to the winners by the company's vice president.

A. F. Goddard, president of the Lowell Technical Institute, will present the scholarships to the winners at a special ceremony to be held in the auditorium.

The scholarships are awarded to students who show the greatest promise of success in the field of technology.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (continued)

Dear Sir,

In the February 10th issue of THE TEXT, there appeared an article called "Soviet Elements in the U.S. by Ivan Peter. I find it extremely difficult to agree with any of the statements or arguments presented in the signed column of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the position of THE TEXT.

J. G. Gallway

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Editor To Editor:

For the past few months, Lowell Tech has been quiet. The Levittown News has not mentioned the school, and the only thing that was noticed was the lack of activity. However, there was a story about the school in THE TEXT, which mentioned its lack of activity.

Sincerely,

Letters to the Editor

MATHEMATICIANS CORNER

Given the following relation

\[ y = x^2 + 2x + 1 \]

Compute \( y \) for \( x = 0, 1, 2 \) and the numerical value for \( T \).

GARTH C. LAX

---

Consider the expansion

\[ (a + b)^n = \sum_{k=0}^{n} \binom{n}{k} a^{n-k} b^k \]

Let \( A \) and \( B \) be two numbers, and let \( n \) be a positive integer.

The binomial expansion can be used to find the coefficient of \( x^k \) in the expansion of \( (a + b)^n \).

Therefore, the coefficient of \( x^k \) in the expansion of \( (a + b)^n \) is given by \( \binom{n}{k} a^{n-k} b^k \).
CANDIDATES FOR V. PRESIDENT - STUDE NT COUNCIL

ROBERT NACON

Contrary to what people believe, the V. President of the Student Council is not the most important position. The main function of the V. President is to be the voice of the student body, to serve as a liaison between the Student Council and the student body, and to represent the needs and concerns of the student body to the administration. As V. President, I promise to be a strong and effective leader who will always keep the student body in mind.

GARY COX

For the last two years I have not known, I am a junior majoring in Political Science. I have been active in several clubs on campus, including the Student Council. I am writing this letter in the hopes of being elected as V. President. I believe that a strong Student Council can make a difference on our campus, and I am committed to making a positive impact.

CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT - STUDENT COUNCIL

DAVID HOPWOOD

I believe that the Student Council should be used as a tool to make the student body more effective and have a greater degree of influence. The purpose of the Student Council is to represent the student body, to make sure that the needs of the student body are met, and to provide a platform for students to express their opinions. As President of the Student Council, I would work to make sure that the Student Council is an active and effective body that is responsive to the needs of the student body.

BILLY LIPCHITZ

The Student Council is the link between the students and the administration. I believe that the Student Council should be accountable and responsive to the needs of the student body. As President of the Student Council, I would work to make sure that the Student Council is an active and effective body that is responsive to the needs of the student body.

MICHAEL R. SHEEHAN

If I were to become President of the Student Council, I would work to make sure that the Student Council is an active and effective body that is responsive to the needs of the student body. I would work to make the Student Council more accountable and responsive to the needs of the student body.

CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

STUART PEARCE

The Student Council is the link between the students and the administration. I believe that the Student Council should be accountable and responsive to the needs of the student body. As a member of the Student Council, I would work to make sure that the Student Council is an active and effective body that is responsive to the needs of the student body.

PETER A. WOOG

I would like to take this opportunity to run for the position of Student Council Representative. I believe that the Student Council should be accountable and responsive to the needs of the student body. As a member of the Student Council, I would work to make sure that the Student Council is an active and effective body that is responsive to the needs of the student body.

CANDIDATES FOR TREA SURER - STUDENT COUNCIL

JOSEPH HADDA

I am a junior majoring in Industrial Management. I am active in several clubs on campus, including the Student Council. I am writing this letter in the hopes of being elected as Treasurer. I believe that a strong Student Council can make a difference on our campus, and I am committed to making a positive impact.

RICHARD CACCIOPIETRO

I am a junior majoring in Business Administration. I am active in several clubs on campus, including the Student Council. I am writing this letter in the hopes of being elected as Treasurer. I believe that a strong Student Council can make a difference on our campus, and I am committed to making a positive impact.
Here is a look at the "off the shelf" artist of the math department. He maintains his students by describing that this is a "job you have to follow the game without a successful" of all things. He enjoys trying to make sure that he is the best and most everything the materials.

Dr. Shelwood F. Brown, who teaches at St. Lawrence University, has been teaching for the past twenty-five years. He received his bachelor's degree from Brown University in 1943 and his doctorate from the University of Chicago in 1950. He has been teaching mathematics at St. Lawrence for fifteen years.

When Dr. Brown first came to St. Lawrence University, he was not considered to be a very good student. He decided to return to school to study for his master's degree and has been at it ever since.

Although a native of Middletown, New York, he enrolled in the University of Pennsylvania in 1946 to major in mathematics. He received his master's degree in mathematics from the University of Pennsylvania in 1948 and his doctorate in mathematics from the University of Chicago in 1950. He has been teaching mathematics at St. Lawrence for fifteen years.

When Dr. Brown first came to St. Lawrence University, he was not considered to be a very good student. He decided to return to school to study for his master's degree and has been at it ever since.